The role of GABA(A) receptor subtypes as analgesic targets.
Recent GABA(A) receptor drug discovery efforts have culminated in the development of transgenic mice and subtype-selective pharmacological tools, enhancing our understanding of the major inhibitory neural system in the central nervous system. Notably, subtype-selective tools have demonstrated in both preclinical studies and, to some extent, in man that it is possible to develop drugs that share the clinical benefits of benzodiazepines (e.g., anxiolysis) while obviating some adverse effects of these clinically important drugs. Here, we highlight chronic pain as another therapeutic area in which subtype-selective GABA(A) receptor drugs might have clinical utility. Specifically, based on research in animal models of inflammatory/neuropathic pain, we suggest that subtype-selective positive modulators of GABA(A) alpha(2/3) receptors might reverse a loss of postsynaptic GABA(A) receptor-mediated inhibitory function in spinal cord, leading to analgesia. However, alteration of presynaptic inhibitory neural transmission in chronic pain suggests that drugs that negatively modulate GABA(A) receptors might also be effective analgesics. For example, the non-selective negative allosteric modulator FG-7142 reverses allodynia in an animal model of neuropathic pain. Importantly, these two mechanisms are not mutually exclusive. Further clinical exploration in pain of available positive and negative subtype-selective modulators that have been administered to humans would considerably aid back translation, allowing for improved therapeutic development.